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22 Gillespie Street, Weetangera, ACT 2614

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 117 m2 Type: House

Jack Doyle

0431994107
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https://realsearch.com.au/jack-doyle-real-estate-agent-from-blackshaw-belconnen-2


Auction

Discover the essence of contemporary comfort in this charming 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom townhouse that effortlessly

combines a relaxed atmosphere with a touch of class.Upon entering, bask in the natural radiance that graces every corner,

thanks to the expansive windows, courtyards, and strategically positioned sunroofs. Meticulously designed to foster an

inviting ambiance, the residence caters to both entertaining guests and everyday living. With three bedrooms providing

ample space for relaxation and two separate living areas, functionality is at the forefront.Recently revitalized, the dining

area and hallway showcase new hybrid flooring, imparting a sleek, modern touch. Meanwhile, the plush and cozy

ambiance of all three bedrooms is heightened by the addition of new carpeting. A fresh coat of paint throughout the home

enhances the overall aesthetic, ensuring a clean and contemporary atmosphere.A defining feature of this townhouse is its

prime location, nestled against a verdant greenbelt area. This not only provides a secure and enjoyable space for your

loved ones to play and create cherished memories but also contributes to a sense of tranquility right at your back door.

For additional space and recreation, a short stroll to the end of the street unveils the meticulously maintained

Weetangera ovals.Residing at 22 Gillespie Street signifies becoming part of an exceptional community, where neighbors

easily transform into friends, and the serene surroundings guarantee peace. Proximity to amenities and conveniences

simplifies and enhances daily life, making it both straightforward and enjoyable.Seize the chance to transform this house

into your home! Reach out today to arrange a viewing and immerse yourself in the enchanting allure of 22 Gillespie

Street, Weetangera.Additional Features:Family park area out the backFresh outdoor garden areaExposed

beamsWestinghouse cooktop and ovenDaikin airconBarn doorsFresh paint and floorsBuilt ins in all bedrooms2 internal

courtyardsDouble carport oversized with storage areaAmple storage in diningLarge living area3 large skylightsAmple

storage in the kitchen


